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FOCUS	  ON	  ANTERIOR	  INSTABILITY

1. Anatomy

u Minimal bony constraint

u 5mm deep

u 25-30% HH contact

u Every mm counts!

u Labrum

u Ligaments
u Cuff

u LHB?
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2. So what if contact?

u Taxes shoulder

u Very high incidence 

u 5 yr period of US high schools – most dislocations 
in football and wrestiling, Kerr CJSM 2011

u Contact with athlete > surface

u 4y natural history study Sachs, JBJS 2007

u 43/131=33% redislocation

u Of those redislocators <40yo: 37/39 contact sport

2. So what if contact?

u Results in contact athlete:

2. So what if contact?

u Participation in contact sports associated with 
higher dislocation rates

u I don’t think the contact athlete has different 
anatomy or worse ligaments (probably better)

u Perhaps we’re missing the big picture 

u Inability to fully restore anatomy including both 
bone and soft tissue constraints
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2. So what if contact?

u Desire for arthroscopic surgery has blunted 
judgement and resulted in technically inadequate 
procedures historically high recurrent instability with 
arthroscopy

u Modern techniques in systematic review
u Harris, 2013, Arthrscopy

Scope Open P
Dislocation 8.5% 8% 0.82
RTS 87% 89% 0.43
OA 26% 33% 0.06

2. So what if contact

u Careful H&P

u XR

u CT with 3D recon

u MRI

u Goal: full evaluation of pathology, anatomic 
secure fixation with low complications

u Contact: some ROM loss in exchange for stability 
is preferred

2. So what if contact

u Dislocated shoulder never as good as never-
dislocated 

u Sensorimotor deficit improves with repair but 
inferior to uninjured shoulder

u Potzl et al. AJSM 2004; 32: 425-430 

u Contact athletes often do not reach their pre-
injury sport specific activity levels (SSAS) until > 16 
months after surgery 

u Stein et al. AJSM 2011; 39(11): 2404-2414 
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3. In season decisions

u Timing: Start vs mid vs end vs off

u Money: Contract, Scholarship, Bonus

u Expected vs desired career length vs Weekend 
warrior

u Other sources of input i.e. family, spouse, friend, 
agent, trainer, coach, manager, teammate, 
team owner

4. Clinical evaluation

uH&P
uXR
u MRI/CT

4. Clinical evaluation

u History:
u Precise mechanism of first dislocation and age
u Documented? 
u When and how reduced?
u Pre and post reduction x-rays
u Treatment until patient sees you i.e. duration of 

immobilization, therapy
u Number and type of subsequent instability 

episodes
u Continued pain after instability episodes
u Mid range apprehension
u Sleep
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4. Clinical evaluation

u Exam

u Genetic substrate of patient 

u Laxity (beighton criteria), hair, teeth, sclerae

u Inspection: Atrophy, rhythm, scapula position

u Cuff and strength testing, neurovascular exam

u Apprehension anterior/posterior/mid range
u Load and shift

u Sulcus sign

4. XR - glenoid

Bernageauview

4. XR - glenoid

Grashey AP
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4. XR - humerus

IR	  view

4. CT with 3D recons

4. Glenoid track
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4. Glenoid track

4. Bipolar defects-Glenoid 
track

Every	  mm	  counts
Location	  also	  important

4. MRI

Concomitant	  lesions
chronic
HAGL
SLAP,	  270-‐360	  labral	  tear
PASTA,	  cuff
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5. What’s critical - humerus

5. What’s critical - glenoid

5. What’s critical - glenoid

PROBABLY	  
ANY	  
MM

COUNTS!
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5. What’s critical - bipolar

u Burkhart / Debeer Arthroscopy 2003 – Landmark

u Inverted pear, engaging

5. What’s critical - bipolar

u 2-mm GBL + medium HS

u 4mm GBL + small HS

u Smaller combined defects 

u GBL of 2-4 or ~8-15% GBL
u Bankart alone may not be enough

Arcieroand	  Provencher AJSM	  	  2015

5. What’s critical - bipolar

u Provencher, AJSM 2007

u Arthro-stabilization Glenoid bone loss 20-30%

u 21 pts x ~3yr, age 25, 3.2 suture anchors

u 11 Bony fragment incorporated  vs

10 had true bone loss

u Rowe, ASES, SANE, WOSI and clinical instability 
worse in bone loss
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6. Surgical solutions

u Pure Bankart: arthroscopic vs open repair

q Bony Bankart: arthroscopic vs open repair

v Glenoid attritional bone loss

v Latarjet, Bristow, Eden Hybinette, Femoral head  

and crest allograft, distal tibia OC allograft

Ø Humeral head bone loss: humeroplasty, 
remplissage, OC allograft, replacement

Unanswered questions

u Moderate glenoid bone loss 8-15% and small hill 
sachs vs larger hill sachs

u Repair and remplissage?

u Reconstruct and remplissage?
u Latarjet for all?

Surgical pearls - scope

u Lateral/traction

u 360 access to shoulder with RI portal, anterior vs 
subscap 5 o clock, posterior and posterolateral 7 
o clock

u Minimum 3 anchors

u First anchor: 5 o’clock

u First stitch from 7 o’clock to perform a north south 
shift of capsule (decrease some laxity injured 
ligament)
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7. Conclusions

u Accept minimal bone loss

u OK to lose some ER in exchange for stability

u Improved understanding of pathology and 
technique will lead to superior outcomes for our 
patients

PREOP CT PLAN INTRAOP


